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Abstract: Sparsity of source data sets is one major reason causing the poor recommendation quality. In order 

to solve this problem in the recommendation system of metrology industry with limited an unordered data, 

this paper proposes a novel personalized recommendation algorithm incorporating industry information 

and service category information to alleviate the influence of source data sparsity. First, the user's industry 

information and service category information are added to existing user-service preference data. Then, the 

K-means clustering algorithm is used to calculate the different user clusters. And then, the user-service 

preference matrix and the user-service category preference matrix are constructed separately from the user 

data in each cluster. And then, the nearest neighbor set of target user is calculated by the measure of cosine 

similarity. Finally, we use the user-based collaborative filtering algorithm to implement personalized 

recommendations for each user. Experimental results show that the proposed method can improve the 

recommendation accuracy rate in the metrology industry with sparse data set. The time to calculate for the 

nearest neighbor is shortened and the recommended speed is improved by reducing the nearest neighbor 

search range using clustering. 
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1. Introduction 

With people’s higher demand of product quality, safety, health, and environmental protection, lots of new 

industries are emerging, such as photovoltaic industry, smart grid, and biotechnology. Meanwhile, the 

market of metrology industry continues to increase, and more and more metrology services are emerging. It 

is profitable to accurate recommend these professional metrology services to customers. The personalized 

recommendation system [1] provides an effective tool to deal with this problem by data mining among the 

metrology services, customer information and other specific information in metrology industry. Traditional 

collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm is divided into user-based CF [2] and Item-based CF [3]. These 

algorithms use statistical techniques to find neighbor users with the same or similar interests as the target 

user [4]. For example, after predicting the preference value of their unselected items based on the 

preference information of the neighbor user, the top N items with high preference values are recommended 

to the target user. These algorithms are effective when the train datasets are sufficient. 

However, poor recommendation quality is one major challenge in collaborative filtering recommender 

systems. Sparsity of source data sets is one major reason causing the poor quality. Source data in existing 

metrology business system always limited and unordered, that results in data sparsity becomes the 
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bottleneck of the recommendation system in metrology industry. So how to overcome or alleviate the 

sparsity of source data is the major challenge. 

Researchers have made great efforts to solve the problem of source data sparseness in recommendation 

algorithms. Hu et al [5] proposed an implicit semantic model to solve score date sparseness within a 

recommender system for television shows. Authors used implicit feedback datasets instead of the 

traditional explicit scoring datasets, which reduced data sparseness in the original scoring matrix. Koren et 

al [6] proposed a matrix decomposition model, and Zhou et al [7] proposed an incremental 

recommendation algorithm based on singular value decomposition (SVD). Both of these works coped with 

data sparseness by dimensionality reduction calculation to remarkably reduce the size of the original score 

matrix. Huang et al [8] proposed an uncertain neighbors’ CF algorithm. This algorithm can choose the 

neighbors dynamically as the recommendation set based on uncertain scenarios. Although the 

recommendation performance in sparse data environment can be improved, the feature information of 

user and item are lost. WU et al [9] proposed an advanced recommendation algorithm based on CF and 

partition clustering to reduce the nearest neighbor calculation time and improve the system scalability. To 

a certain extent, the problem of data sparseness is alleviated. Lekakos et al [10] proposed an algorithm 

based on user characteristics. The user score information is used to predict the item score value and then 

filled into the user score matrix to alleviate the sparseness of scoring matrix. Cai et al [11] proposed a 

hybrid algorithm based on label and collaborative filtering recommendation. This algorithm used the label 

as the user interest preference and item characteristics, and then used the multidimensional relationship of 

the user, social and labeling to generate the user feature vector and item feature vector. These processes 

can effectively alleviate data sparsity and improves the recommended accuracy. In [12], Zhang et al put 

forward a three-layer neural network that was trained by the user score datasets, and then was used to 

predict the user's score. The score based on BP neural network prediction is filled into the original sparse 

score matrix. This method effectively reduces the sparseness of user scoring data. In [13], the author used 

biclustering to handle the existing duality between users and items. The proposed algorithm consists of a 

hybrid approach containing an initial cluster phase which is taken as input for a biclustering phase and 

proves to be scalable dealing with large amounts of sparsity. In [14], the author thought that the temporal 

with matrix factorization is one of the successful collaborative-based approaches which address data 

sparsity. However, the user’s rating scores have drifted over time and the predicted rating scores are 

over-fitted. So the author proposed the ShortTemporalMF, which uses the bacterial foraging optimization 

algorithm (BFOA) and the k-means algorithm to minimize the over-fitting by exploiting several latent 

features. In [15], [16], the authors used “trust” in social network to alleviate the sparsity problem and the 

cold-start problem. In [17], the author proposed the Hierarchical Itemspace Rank (HIR), which decomposes 

the itemspace into item blocks and exploits this decomposition to define new levels of indirect proximity 

between the elements of the dataset. This view gives rise to a corresponding stochastic matrix which can be 

used to enrich the direct inter-item relations and reduce the sensitivity to sparsity. 

In the above work, the sparsity of data can be reduced by means of macro prior knowledge. The 

information system in metrology industry usually classifies their customers according to the industry 

information they belong to, such as health care industry, electronics manufacturing industry, and 

petrochemical industry, and so on, and classifies metrology services according to categories, such as 

thermal metering services, length metering services, and optical metering services and so on. In the 

recommendation system, these Industry information and service categories used as tag information are 

beneficial not only to more accurately explore service preferences information for the different industries 

users, but also the preferences on service categories. So according to the characteristics of the source data 

from the metrology industry, we propose a novel personalized recommendation algorithm for the 
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metrology industry with massive sparse data. The key process is to incorporate existing industry 

information and service category information to alleviate the influence of data sparsity. And then we 

integrate some existing methods [8]-[11] into our algorithm for better performance. The following section 

will demonstrate this algorithm. 

2. The Proposed Algorithm 

2.1. System Architecture 

A scheme of personalized recommendation system for the measurement industry on the basis of industry 

information and service categories is presented in Fig. 1. The nearest neighbor set of each target user can 

be obtained by adding industry information and service category to the traditional user historical behavior 

data, combining with the clustering technology and user-based CF technology, and processing historical 

user data from the measurement industry. Therefore, the possible preference of the target user can be 

predicted, and higher accuracy of personalized recommendation services can be generated according to the 

preference of the nearest neighbor set. 

 

 

Fig. 1. System architecture. 

 

2.2. Data Preprocessing 

The user model is established through data preprocessing. The model should be able to represent the 

needs and interests of users. The system uses the space vector model to represent the user and facilitates 

user clustering and similarity calculation. The data source is the instrument inspection record of the 

customer in the measurement industry. Data preprocessing includes data cleaning, data conversion, and 
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The system consists of the following five modules:

 Information management system of measurement industry, including data storage and management, is 

used to store the original and transformed data, and establish the relation between database tables. This 

system facilitates the program to access and use data.

 The data preprocessing module involves data cleaning and data conversion. This process is used to 

establish user model.

 The similar-industry user clustering module is related to the division of the entire user group into a number 

of clusters of similar users.

 The recommendation engine module is related to finding similar users and generating a recommended list.

 The user interface module, which is the online interaction platform between the target user and the system, 

obtains the user information through the platform and displays the recommendation list to the user 

according to certain rules.



  

normalization. Data are optimized in data cleaning. Records that do not meet the requirements, such as 

those with empty fields and dirty data, are deleted. Data cleaning can improve the quality of data leading to 

enhanced performance of an algorithm in learning the user's preference information. Data conversion is 

used to represent the user's inspection record with a vector. The dimension of the vector is the total 

number of utensils, and each dimension represents an instrument in which the mark of the checked record 

is 1, and the flag of the unchecked record is zero. Normalization limits the data to a certain extent. This 

process is not only convenient for data processing but also hastens the convergence of the operation. 

2.3. Similar User Clustering 

Similar users are clustered after data preprocessing. In the measurement industry, the users of the same 

industry are highly relevant in the selection of metering services because of the similarities in the work. 

The category of a project has certain relevance, and the types of service are numerous, but the industry 

type is relatively rare. Thus, similarity calculation based on user similarity is used in this study to facilitate 

the calculation. The search range for the nearest neighbor in calculating for the nearest neighbor during 

clustering can be narrowed by dividing the users of higher similarity into a class. Therefore, the classical 

K-Means clustering algorithm is implemented. An important step of the K-means algorithm is the choice of 

the initial K value. As previously mentioned, the users from the same industry also have certain relevance 

in the user preferences. Therefore, the total number of industries is used in this study as the initial K value 

input. The specific principle of the algorithm is the establishment of the users’ collection User, and the total 

number of users is recorded as User (U1, U2, U3,..., Um). The user information of each user vector Ux is 

normalized, and each service item information of its choice is considered the Ux attribute. Assuming n 

attributes, Ux can be expressed as Ux (Cx1, Cx2, Cx3,..., Cxn). 

Clustering is based on the User, according to the user's properties to complete the comparison of similar 

user grouping. The user is divided into K similar clusters, and a cluster center, which is the mean of the 

cluster, is set in each cluster. The Ux close to the mean is divided into this group, and the pseudo code of 

specific steps is shown in Algorithm 1. 

In algorithm 1, user behavior data with industry information and industry number K are used as initial 

clustering inputs. The algorithm randomly selects K users as the initial cluster center and then calculates 

the distance of each user to each cluster center in step 12. The algorithm assigns the user to the 

corresponding cluster according to the value of the target user to the center distance of each cluster in step 

12. After all users have been assigned, the algorithm recalculates the new cluster center in step 15. Then, 

the algorithm determines whether the distance between the new and old cluster centers satisfies the 

convergence condition. If the condition is not satisfied, the algorithm repeats steps 11 to 15, until the new 

clustering center satisfies the convergence condition. Then, algorithm is terminated, and the clustering 

results are generated. 

2.4. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Based on Service Category and User 
Similarity 

Traditional CF algorithm based on user is roughly divided into three steps. The score matrix of the 

user-project is built, and similarity between users is computed. Then, the most similar former K users are 

selected as neighbors. The project in which the target user has not performed an activity is forecasted. 

However, user data are highly sparse in the measurement industry. Several users may choose the more 

up-set service such that no neighbor with the same service exists. The traditional algorithm cannot 

recommend to this kind of user. Thus, the service category information is introduced in this study, and the 

CF recommendation method proposed is based on service category and user similarity. A user-service 

category preference matrix is built for each user cluster according to the previous selection of service 
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categories by the user as a supplement to the user-project preference matrix. Hence, when the user history 

data is sparse, the traditional algorithm cannot find the neighbors. Thus, algorithm 2 is implemented as a 

complementary means of finding the nearest neighbor set. 

 
Table 1. Algorithm 1 : User Clustering 

Require:User,K,Ux,m,n,Cxi 

    1:User -user vector set 

2:K -Number of clusters 

3:Ux -user vector（ UserU x  ） 

4:m-Total number of users 

5:n -Total number of items 

6:Cxi-The attribute value of each user vector 
 

Ensure:K-means 

7:Input User, K 

8:Output Each cluster of users and cluster centers 

for each cluster 

9:Randomly select K user 

vectors UserUUUU k ），，（ 321 as the initial 

cluster center 

   10:repeat 

   11:  for each UserU x  （0<x<m）do 

   12:     Ux to the cluster center 
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22

22
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   15: Recalculate the cluster center 
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   16:until The clustering center satisfies the 

convergence condition 
 

 

After constructing two preference matrices, the next step is to determine the user's top-n nearest 

neighbor set. CF algorithm based on user is implemented according to the similarity between users to 

determine the target user's top-n nearest neighbor set. Many techniques can be used to calculate the 

similarity, but the cosine similarity is used in this study. First, the user-project preference matrix is used. 

Then, the user's preference value of the project is considered as an n-dimensional preference vector. The 
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In algorithm 2, a user set U and item set S are defined first. The user's preference for the item is 

expressed as R, which is an m×n matrix, where each line represents a user's preference vector for the item. 

R (i, j) represents the preference of user i for item j. The data set in the current study is based on the 

implicit feedback characteristics of user behavior data. Thus, the preference is simplified to 0 and 1 to 

represent the user's preference for an item; that is, 0 indicates not preferred and 1 as preferred. A 

user-service category preference matrix S is also built. Similar to the user-project preference matrix, each 

line represent a user's preference vector for the service category. S (i, j) represents the number of times 

user i has selected the j class service. The user has selected items 

with their own category information. If the j-type item appears once in the selection of user i, then S (i, j) 

is 1, and if 5 times, then S (i, j) is 5.



  

   

 

 

Table 2. Algorithm 2 : Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Method Based on Service Categories and User 
Similarity 

Require:Ri×j，Si×k，n，i，j，k，u 

1:Ri×j-User - Item preference matrix 

2:Si×k-User - Service category preference matrix 

3:n-The number of neighbors 

4:i-User dimension 

5:j-Item dimension 

6:k-Service category dimension 

7:u-user vector 

Ensure:Collaborative filtering 

8:Input:Ri×j，Si×k，n 

9:Output:User's recommended list L 

   10:Initialize the recommended list L 

   11:for each jiRu   do 

   12:  Use Ri×jto calculate the similarity UserSim 

between u and other users in the cluster 

   13:  if  The number of users with a similarity of 0 is 

greater than or equal to n 

   14:      According to UserSim get top-n neighbor 

set and calculate u's recommended list L ' 

   15:  else   

   16:     Use Si×k calculate the similarity between u 

and other users in the cluster 

   17:     To get u top-n neighbor set and calculate u 

for other items of preference values 

   18:     The preference value to fill in the original 

user vector u for the 0 items 

   19:     Use the new vector to compute the nearest 

neighbor and get the u’s list L ' 

   19:     L+=L’ 

   20:end for 

   21:return L 
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value of the i-th dimension represents the score for item I. The score vectors of user u and the user v are 

represented as vectors X and Y v can be defined as 

follows:
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The similarity UserSim between the target user and other users can be determined by calculating the 

similarity between users. When the target user's similarity is not 0, the number of neighbors is less than n. 

Thus, the user-service category preference matrix is introduced. The similarity between the target user and 

other users is calculated by the cosine similarity UserSim'. A top-n nearest neighbor set can also be 

obtained. With this top-n nearest neighbor set, the target user's preference is calculated for each service 

item using the user-based CF method. Then, these values are filled according to the user's original 

user-project preference vector in the 0 item, and a new user-item preference vector is obtained. Then, the 

new user-project preference vector is used to 

compute for the new top-n neighbor set.

u, respectively. The similarity between user  and user 
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Finally, according to the preference value of target user for each item, a recommended list of each target 

user is generated from high to low. 

3. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The experimental data covers 100,000 inspection data provided by the Fujian Academy of Metrology in 

2013. The data set includes 10 industries, 9853 users, 8 inspection categories, and 196 measuring 

instrument inspection service. Data sparsity is 94.82%, which indicates a sparse data set. 

The valid fields in the data are sorted, and these fields include user ID, item ID, user's industry code, and 

a list of service categories. The experiment consists of two parts, namely, data processing module and 

recommendation engine module. Data preprocessing is implemented by SQL Server 2008, and the 

recommendation engine module is implemented by Python development module under eclipse.  

The experimental evaluation standard adopts two indices, namely, recall and precision rates [18]. The 

precision rate describes the probability of the user's interest in the past in the resource recommendation 

set, while recall rate describes the probability of the resources which are of interest to the user in the 

resource recommendation set. R(U) is the final resource recommendation set given by the user's behavior 

on the training set. T(U) is the user's actual chosen resource set in the recommendation system. Precision 

and recall are defined as follows: 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the recall rates of the traditional and proposed methods. 
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When all the target users' top-n nearest neighbor sets are determined, the preference value of the target 

user can be calculated for each item based on the preference of the previous n nearest neighbor sets. 

Assuming the k users with the closest similarity to the user u as the neighbor G (u), then the weighted 

prediction user u's preference for item j is P (u, j), based on the preference values of the k neighbors for the 

target project j [Eq(2)]. The mean value of the user i preference value indicates the preference value of the 

user i for itemj.



  

Three sets of experiments are designed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed personalized 

recommendation method based on industry information and service categories. Each group of experiments 

recommends the top 10 candidates to the user. The proposed method is compared with the traditional 

user-based and item-based CF algorithms. The experiment uses cross validation, and the data set is 

randomly divided into eight parts, one of which is used as test set, and remaining parts as training set. The 

experiment is repeated five times, and the average is considered as the final result. The comparative 

experimental results in the proposed method and the user-based CF and item-based CF are shown in Fig. 

2–4. 

In Fig. 2 and 3, the abscissa is the number of neighbors of the specified customer, while the vertical 

coordinate represents the recall in Fig. 2 and precision in Fig. 3. User-based CF has the lowest recall and 

prevision when the initial neighbor number is 10. Increasing the number of neighbors results in the gradual 

increase in recall and precision rates, with the highest levels obtained at approximately 60 neighbors, 

followed by slight decrease in these indices. When the initial number of neighbors is 10, the recall and 

precision rates of item-based CF are higher than those of user-based CF, but slightly lower than those of the 

proposed method. However, the recall and precision rates decrease with increase in the number of 

neighbors. When the number of neighbors reaches 60 the two indices tend to be stable. When the initial 

neighbor is 10, recall and precision rates of the proposed method are higher than those of the other two 

methods, and performance is better as the number of neighbors increases, but a slight decrease when the 

number of neighbors is more than 40. On the whole, the recall and precision rates of the proposed method 

are higher than the other two methods, regardless of the number of neighbors. 

In addition, the calculation time of the three groups of experiments are compared, and the results shown 

in Fig.4.It shows that item-based CF results in the shortest calculation time, while the user-based CF 

generates the longest calculation time. The result from the proposed method is between those of the two 

methods. The proposed method is faster than the user-based CF but slower than the Item-based CF. Thus, 

based on the time complexity of the algorithm, the same conclusion can be drawn. Assuming m users and N 

projects, the User-based CF calculates the time complexity of a user's similar user to O (m), while the time 

complexity of a similar project for an item-based CF calculation is O (n). In the proposed method, users are 

clustered and divided into several user clusters, and this process reduces the search scope of neighbor 

users. Assuming K user clusters, the time complexity of calculating a user's similar user is O (m / k), 

because in the data set, m is much larger than n; thus, O (m)> O (m / K)>O (n). The experimental results 

validate this analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the precision rates of the traditional and the proposed methods. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of calculations times of the traditional and proposed methods. 

 

Although Item-based CF is optimal in computation time, its performance on recall and precision is 

unsatisfactory. Therefore, the experimental results show that the measurement industry personalized 

recommendation method can obtain better recommendation accuracy and faster speed of recommendation 

in sparse data set. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a personalized recommendation method based on the industry information and 

service categories of customers in the measurement industry. Experimental results show that the proposed 

method can improve the recommendation accuracy rate in the metrology industry with sparse data set. The 

time to calculate for the nearest neighbor is shortened and the recommended speed is improved by 

reducing the nearest neighbor search range using clustering. In our future work, we will focus on how to 

use more information about customer to help  
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